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1. Basic game genre information

Title: Roll The Bones
Genre: 2D Roguelite
Artstyle: Pixelart
Setting: Fantasy, magic, medieval
Pacing: Fast, combat based

2. Unique characteristics and defining traits

Rolling dice to select a spell in the loadout slot. Higher quality spell-dice are balanced by having 1 or 2
sides with extremely powerful spells as well as drawback spells with negative effects on remaining die sides.
More common spell-dice have hardly any sides with negative effects, while positive side spells are on the
weaker side.
Ability to choose a unique loadout of up to 7 spell- and mod-dice that will help players beat certain floors.
Unlike classic roguelike and roguelite games, random choices throughout the run do not define the endresult,
just help to expand it instead. The aspect of randomness and dynamic builds is minimized in favor of carefully
selecting and crafting a loadout that is best suited for the current floor. This allows for easier accessibility to
combos, fun loadouts, strategic planning and less frustration throughout the game.

3. Brief plot description

Alice, the main character, is a well renowned archmage sent by the king to seal the Hell’s Gate, which has
been opened by the Demon Lord. To reach the Gate, Alice must descend to the deepest dungeon floors and
defeat bosses of increasing difficulty. Each floor has unique enemies and traits that require great skill to
conquer.

4. Gameplay mechanics and levels

Player chooses a floor and is spawned in the first room. Each room spawns semi-randomized enemies (floor
specific ones). Player needs to defeat all of them to proceed to the next room. Rooms may contain special
enemies, quests, chests and other miscellaneous elements. After several floors, a floor boss is spawned. Floor
boss has unique movement, attacks and special behaviors. After defeating the boss, the floor is complete and
the player obtains rewards. There are 20 total floors with increasing difficulty.

5. Images & screenshots

Roll The Bones images and screenshots
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1F9DTcO26ibk4SmYVOXVMNceQ3ujoBf5v?usp=sharing
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